
  

Student Name :      Shalynn Mendoza   
  
Email: shay.mendoza1248@gmail.com   Student Mobile Phone: (707)-236-2270  
  
 Proposal: (internship or career field study must have a focus on  visual, managerial, or performing arts) 

The business I will be working for is a self owned photography business. They 
photograph Families, newborns, children, and seniors in high school. I hope to learn more 
about cameras and all the mechanics of them. Also learn about making the models/subjects 
feel comfortable in an environment to take the photos. I expect to be doing work such as 
holding the sun blocker or talking to the models, interacting with them. My goals for this 
experience are too get a better understanding of how the photography business works, and 
how to improve in it, to the point where it can not only be a hobby of mine but much more. 

This is part of the visual performing arts category of internship opportunities. I will be 
apart of the process in not only helping with the setting of stuff for shoots, but as well as 
taking the pictures  along with editing them. I will be obtaining my hours by joining along on 
each shoot, observing and learning about the field of study. I have a rather busy schedule so I 
wish to work a few days a week. I will bring my hard work and interest in the study to the 
work.  

My mentor's name is Anny To and she has been doing photography as well as 
promotions for a few years now. She does all of it, from taking the pictures and editing them to 
marketing her and others businesses. She seeks to teach me more about the business and 
what goes on other than just taking the photos. Lastly, I hope to learn all about what happens 
in the photography industry. I also hope to learn about what it is like to market your business 
and still able to get by so successfully and getting to learn about lights and darks in pictures 
as well as good composition.  

  
Mentor: 
  

Mentor Name: Anny To              Workplace:  Anny To Photography  
  
Mentor Phone:  (707)-758-3987                              Mentor Email: 
annytophotography@gmail.com 

  
Mentor Signature:  _______________________   Date: 10/25/16  
  

Signatures (all signatures required) 
 
Student Signature __________________________________  Date  ______ 
  

Parent Signature   ___________________________________Date  ______ 
  
project approved   Allison  Frenzel  10/25/2016 


